
Quantum MehanisSeptember 8, 2003Work 4 of the 5 problems. Please put eah problem solution on a separate sheet of paperand your name on eah sheet.
Problem 11. Consider a Hamiltonian of the formH0 = p22m + V0(r):V0(r) is not spei�ed. We only know that it is rotational invariant and that there area few bound states.a. What an you tell about angular momentum, parity, and degeneray of the groundstate? (1 point)b. What possibilities exist for angular momentum, parity, and degeneray of the �rstexited state? (1 point). What possibilities exist for angular momentum, parity, and degeneray of theseond exited state? (1 point)d. Suppose we add a small perturbation of the formV1 = "r;where " is a small onstant. What happens to the ground state energy (up, downunhanged, impossible to tell)? What is the dependene of the ground stateenergy on " (linear, quadrati, impossible to tell)? (1 point)e. Suppose we add instead a small perturbation of the formV1 = "z;what happens to the ground state energy (up, down unhanged, impossible totell)? What is the dependene of the ground state energy on " (linear, quadrati,impossible to tell)? (2 points)f. Same as question e., but for the �rst exited state. Note that you have to disussdi�erent ases, dependent on the quantum numbers of the �rst exitedstate! (4 points)



Problem 2Consider the one-dimensional single-partile HamiltonianH = H0 +H 0(t);where H0 = p22m + 12m!2x2H 0(t) = Æx3 os!0tf(t)and where f(t) = 8><>: 0 t < 01 0 < t < �0 � < t :a) What quantity must Æ be muh smaller than, so that we an use perturbation theory?b) Assuming that a partile is in the ground state of H0 at t = 0, what is the probabilityof �nding it in the nth exited state of H0 for t > �? Calulate to �rst order in Æ.



Problem 3Symmetries are fundamental onepts to our understanding of nature. For example,Newtonian Mehanis is invariant with respet to Galilean transformations, speial relativityand QED, on the other hand, are Lorentz-invariant. This raise the question: To whih ofthe two symmetry lasses belongs quantum mehanis?1) Show expliitly that the time-dependent Shr�odinger equation for a free partile isinvariant with respet to Galilean transformations. (Hints: Write down the time-dependentShr�odinger equation for a free partile, show that the general solution for the free partilean be written as a plane wave. Relate the oordinates in the laboratory frame to theoordinates in the moving frame. Write down the wave funtions in both oordinate frames;How are position, momentum and energy related in both systems? Finally show that thetwo wave funtion are idential exept for a phase fator).2) Can this result be generalized to interating systems? (Hint: Do plane waves form aomplete basis of a Hilbert spae?)



Problem 4A partile of mass m is ontained in a one-dimensional impenetrable box extending fromx = � 12L to x = 12L. The partile is in its ground state.a) Find the eigenfuntions of the ground state and the �rst exited state.b) The walls of the box are moved outward instantaneously to form a box extending from�L � x � L. Calulate the probability that the partile will stay in the ground state duringthis sudden expansion.) Calulate the probability that the partile jumps from the initial ground state to the�rst exited �nal state.



Problem 5Consider the sattering of a spinless hadron from a entral potential. We will be interestedin this system as a model for the sattering of a neutral pion from a nuleon whih has theinteresting property that the sattering amplitude vanishes at threshold while it is negativeand proportional to the kineti energy for small positive energies.The Klein-Gordon equation may be appropriate as a wave equation to desribe thisinteration. The free KG equation is obtained from the relativisti relationship betweenenergy and momentum. (Units are suh that �h and  are unity.)!2 � p2 = m2 ! (!2 +r2) = m2 The introdution of a potential may be done in two ways. One of them is to replae the4-vetor !;p! ! � V!;p�A;as would be the ase for an eletro-magneti interation (we might set A = 0 in the statilimit). Another possibility is the replaementm! m� Vmfor a purely salar potential. Consider the ase in whih both potentials are introduedtogether in the stati limit.Take for the form of the potentialsV! = 0 if r > R; V! = V if r � RVm = 0 if r > R; Vm = S if r � RA = 0:1) Solve for the s-wave sattering amplitude.2) Show, by expanding the result found in part 1 around threshold, that, for S = V > 0,the desired behavior of the amplitude is obtained.


